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Eventually, you will extremely discover a supplementary
experience and endowment by spending more cash. yet when?
reach you acknowledge that you require to get those every
needs taking into consideration having significantly cash? Why
don't you attempt to get something basic in the beginning?
That's something that will lead you to understand even more a
propos the globe, experience, some places, like history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your very own times to perform reviewing habit. among
guides you could enjoy now is america 39 s struggle for
leadership in technology by jean claude derian below.
Snowbound with a Billionaire
Just One More Night book. Read reviews from world’s largest
community for readers. Snowbound with a Billionaire - Jules
Be... Snowbound with a Billionaire
Just One More Night [Jules Bennett, Fiona Brand ] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Snowbound with … Jan 01, 2014 · Snowbound with a Billionaire
book. Read 37 reviews from the world\'s largest community for
readers. Snowbound with a BillionaireFor years, billionaire
pro... best BOOKS Snowbound with a BillionaireJust One More
Night eBook or PDF Snowbound with a Billionaire Jules
BennettHollywood #5; Billionaires and Babies #42For years
billionaire producer Max Ford believed Raine Monroe betrayed
him Now he wants answers But Raine plans to keep far away
from Hollywood\'s hottest bacheloruntil a snowstorm strands
them together … Jun 22, 2018 · Read Snowbound with a
BillionaireJust One More Night Author Jules Bennett – Eper.me
Snowbound with a Billionaire Jules BennettHollywood #5;
Billionaires and Babies #42For years billionaire producer Max
Ford believed Raine Monroe betrayed him Now he wants
answers But Raine plans to ke Read Snowbound with a
BillionaireJust One More Night … SNOWBOUND WITH A
BILLIONAIRE
JUST ONE MORE NIGHT book. Download PDF Snowbound
with a Billionaire
Just One More Night Authored by Jules Bennett; Fiona Brand
Released at - Filesize: 7.72 MB Reviews An exceptional
publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to
learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period
will ... read Ô eBook or Kindle ePUB Ç Jules Bennett.
Snowbound with a BillionaireJust One More Night review ? 3
Snowbound with a Billionaire Jules BennettHollywood #5;
Billionaires and Babies #42For years billionaire producer Max
Ford believed Raine Monroe betrayed him Now he wants
answers But Raine plans to keep far away from Hollywood\'s
ho. One blizzard plus two ex-lovers equals one passionate
reunion in this Billionaires. download: Snowbound with a
Billionaire (Billionaires And Babies Book 42) eBook: Bennett,
Jules: Kindle Store. download: Snowbound with a Billionaire
Just One More Night by Jules Bennett; Fiona Brand and a great
selection of similar New.
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goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read.
start by marking “snowbound with a billionaire (hollywood #5)”
as want to read: want to read saving…
want to read
currently reading
read
other editions enlarge cover want to read saving… error rating
book. refresh and try again. rate this book clear rating 1 of 5
stars2 of 5 stars3 of 5 stars4 of 5 stars5 of 5 stars open preview
see a problem? we’d love your help. let us know what’s wrong
with this preview of snowbound with a billionaire by jules
bennett. problem: it’s the wrong book it’s the wrong edition
other
details (if other): cancel
thanks for telling us about the problem.
return to book page not the book you’re looking for? preview —
snowbound with a billionaire by jules bennett snowbound with a
billionaire (hollywood #5) by jules bennett (goodreads author)
3.85 · rating details · 252 ratings · 37 reviews snowbound
with a billionaire
for years, billionaire producer max ford believed raine monroe
betrayed him. now he wants answers. but raine plans to keep
far away from hollywood’s hottest bachelor…until a snowstorm
strands them together – with her baby. soon raine is falling fast
and the dark secrets from their past are finally coming to light…
just one more night
nick mess
snowbound with a billionaire
for years, billionaire producer max ford believed raine monroe
betrayed him. now he wants answers. but raine plans to keep
far away from hollywood’s hottest bachelor…until a snowstorm
strands them together – with her baby. soon raine is falling fast
and the dark secrets from their past are finally coming to light…
just one more night
nick messena has gone through his share of women in the past
six years, but he still can’t forget elena lyons. she was
supposed to be just a one-night stand, but now a family secret
has brought them back together…and nick’s sweet wallflower
has bloomed into a breathtaking vixen!
...more get a copy
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kindle edition, mills & boon desire, 192 pages published
february 1st 2014 by mills & boon (first published january 1st
2014) more details... isbn 0373732961 (isbn13:
9780373732968) edition language english series hollywood #5
other editions (11)

all editions | add a new edition | combine ...less detail edit
details friend reviews to see what your friends thought of this
book, please sign up. reader q&a to ask other readers
questions about snowbound with a billionaire, please sign up.
recent questions does this book have any sex scenes in it?
like
6 years ago
add your answer
see 1 question about snowbound with a billionaire… lists with
this book this book is not yet featured on listopia. add this book
to your favorite list » community reviews showing 1-30 average
rating 3.85 · rating details · 252 ratings · 37 reviews
all languagesenglish ?(31) español ?(4) more filters | sort
order start your review of snowbound with a billionaire
(hollywood #5)write a review jan 14, 2014 susan rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition shelves: 2014-books-read,
romance, category-romance wonderful, emotional reunion
story. max has returned to his hometown to care for his mother
after her breast cancer surgery. he knows he&apos;ll eventually
run into raine, the ex-girlfriend he believed had betrayed him.
he didn&apos;t expect that to be on the first day in the middle of
a snowstorm. now that he has seen her again he wants
answers about what had happened all those years ago.
meanwhile, raine is stunned to discover that the feelings she
once had for max are just as strong now. she doesn&apos;t kn
wonderful, emotional reunion story. max has returned to his
hometown to care for his mother after her breast cancer
surgery. he knows he'll eventually run into raine, the exgirlfriend he believed had betrayed him. he didn't expect that to
be on the first day in the middle of a snowstorm. now that he
has seen her again he wants answers about what had
happened all those years ago. meanwhile, raine is stunned to
discover that the feelings she once had for max are just as
strong now. she doesn't know why he never sent for her the
way he promised all those years ago, but she can't risk getting
involved with him now.
i loved max. he may be a big name in hollywood but he's not
too important to come back home to care for his mother. he's
also going to use this time to see raine again and get to the
bottom of what happened fifteen years ago. he had been
deeply in love with her and they had made big plans to be
together. when she ignored his calls and letters he had been
devastated, but he's never forgotten her. i loved the way that he
showed up at her house during the storm to make sure that she
and her baby were okay. he didn't expect to get snowed in with
her, but he had no trouble taking advantage of it. it was really
fun to see the way he was rather out of his comfort zone at first.
baby abby really scared him because he had no clue what to do
with a baby, but he sucked it up and did whatever he could to
help raine. it was fun to see him cope with the dirty diapers and
the crying, and see how quickly he fell for her. i also loved the
scenes with the chickens and goats - he was such a good sport
about it. what i loved the most was max's persistence in getting
raine to tell him what had happened. i wasn't at all surprised by
the revelation. once they had that straightened out, things really
heated up between them. max realized he was falling for raine
all over again, but couldn't figure out how to fit their lives
together. it really looked like he was going to walk away again
before he figured out what was really important.
raine has made a good life for herself since max left. she never
understood why he didn't follow through on his promises to
send for her, but she has moved on. when he shows up back in
town she is determined not to reopen the pain of the past,
especially since she has a secret that she doesn't want to tell
him. i really liked the way that she took control of her life, even
though her parents are still trying to run things their way. she is
completely confident in her choice of what makes her happy. i
also loved the way that she is adopting her cousin's baby girl.
she really wants to be a mother and baby abby has brought a
whole new dimension to her life. i enjoyed the realism of her life
with the baby, from the lack of sleep to trying to work her life
around the baby's schedule. she's not really happy when max
ends up getting snowed in with her, because she's not sure that
she can resist him. when he starts to fit in to her life so easily
she knows she's in trouble. she was devastated when she
found out just what had kept them apart all those years ago, but
it did open her up to letting max back into her life. she was
really worried about protecting her heart because she knew that
he would have to go back to california and her life is in lenox.
she can't see any way of things working out for them.
one of the other things i really enjoyed about the book was
seeing how max's love gave raine the courage to confront her
parents about what they had done all those years ago. they
were a real piece of work. i also loved seeing max get in his
own licks against them at the end - it was so satisfying! ...more
flag 6 likes · like · see review view 1 comment dec 12, 2013
desere rated it it was amazing · review of another edition
being trapped with a sexy billionaire is not something that
happens to a lot of woman but yes it is indeed something a lot
of woman dream about!
but when that billionaire is your ex things can get super
uncomfortable and is rather something you would want to avoid
, especially if the attraction to him is harder to ignore than
grabbing that slice of pie you know you shouldn&apos;t !
in the new jules bennet book this not only exactly what happens
to raine but she has a whole lot more at stake that she is being
trapped with a sexy billionaire is not something that happens to
a lot of woman but yes it is indeed something a lot of woman
dream about!
but when that billionaire is your ex things can get super
uncomfortable and is rather something you would want to avoid
, especially if the attraction to him is harder to ignore than
grabbing that slice of pie you know you shouldn't !
in the new jules bennet book this not only exactly what happens
to raine but she has a whole lot more at stake that she is willing
to reveal. only max is out for revenge and that revenge includes
getting the answers he needs in order to move on. but when
secrets are revealed this reunion becomes more complicated
then trying to get out after being buried under snow!
i adore the books this author writes, her characters are always
extremely life like and so vividly described it truly feels as if they
are in front of me and i can reach out grab them and slap some
sense into their complicated lives.
this book was no exception, jules bennet took me on a journey
of secrets, passion and love being found at the right moment in
time all captured with stunning detail.
if you are looking for romance with a capital r, blazing red hot
passion, secrets that can destroy lives or even change them for
the better this read is as good as it gets!
definitely the book to keep an out for, best sellers list watch out
jules bennet is on your tail!
5/5 star review
"only secrets will reveal their true feelings"
**copy provided by the author in exchange for a honest review
...more flag 5 likes · like · see review jun 12, 2016 melody cox
rated it it was amazing · review of another edition ***4.5
stars***
this is a great book that i reread today but i didn&apos;t
realize i omitted reviewing it the first time through.
we have max the hollywood heartthrob movie star and raine
who was the love of his life. when max left for la when he
graduated high school at eighteen he was going to set up
house and send for raine and they were to marry. they had
such a deep love and connection and what happens to them is
truly heartbreaking. fifteen years they have been apart. she
thinks he never called f ***4.5 stars***
this is a great book that i reread today but i didn't realize i
omitted reviewing it the first time through.
we have max the hollywood heartthrob movie star and raine
who was the love of his life. when max left for la when he
graduated high school at eighteen he was going to set up
house and send for raine and they were to marry. they had
such a deep love and connection and what happens to them is
truly heartbreaking. fifteen years they have been apart. she
thinks he never called for her to come to him and he believes
she had changed her mind and didn't want him anymore. this
was kinda a tear jerker with a lot of emotion, not the type of
book i could read everyday because i get too emotional.
it's an excellent story fraught with heartache and grief and a set
of parents intent on making their daughter live the life they want
her to have for their own gain and at any cost. it is truly horrific.
the parents are the worse book parents i have ever run across
and it hurt my heart for what they did to this couple. i actually
felt a deep grief for what they went through, for how devastating
it would have been in a real-life scenario.
another great book ms bennett. i highly recommend this!
...more flag 3 likes · like · see review jan 22, 2014 lisa rated it it
was amazing · review of another edition shelves: earc, kindle
this is a really heart wrenching reunion story. when max and
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raine were young and in love with big dreams that included
them being together people conspired to keep them apart. it
worked. now years later max is back in town to take care of his
sick mother. only the first thing he finds is raine with a baby in
the ditch. he rescues her only to find out she&apos;s on her
way to visit his mother. since neither one of their parents
approved of them as a couple when they were younger
he&apos;s surprised by thi this is a really heart wrenching
reunion story. when max and raine were young and in love with
big dreams that included them being together people conspired
to keep them apart. it worked. now years later max is back in
town to take care of his sick mother. only the first thing he finds
is raine with a baby in the ditch. he rescues her only to find out
she's on her way to visit his mother. since neither one of their
parents approved of them as a couple when they were younger
he's surprised by this. max and raine start finding out there are
secrets and lies in their past and misunderstandings and when
a sudden snowstorm strands them together it gives them the
opportunity to figure them all out. i loved max he's not your
typical hollywood actor type. down to earth and normal as any
regular guy and giving. raine is a sweet tough girl whose spent
the years since max taking care of herself and building a wall
around her heart. then add in the cute baby moments and the
story packs a punch. as they start figuring out what went wrong
all those years ago max really stands up for raine and she
starts to trust him slowly. what i like about the this story is they
have to fight to figure out how to make it work between the two
of them. it's not a easy cut a dry we're together again and
everything is great. jules bennett writes a wonderful story about
long lost but lasting love. even years later you can find your
way back. ...more flag 2 likes · like · see review feb 01, 2014
harlequin books added it · review of another edition shelves:
2014-17, harlequin_desire "who doesn&apos;t love a good
snowbound reunion story? bennett&apos;s latest has likable
characters that you&apos;ll root for, so grab a mug of hot
chocolate, pull up a chair and enjoy." rt book reviews, rated 4
stars
miniseries: billionaires and babies "who doesn't love a good
snowbound reunion story? bennett's latest has likable
characters that you'll root for, so grab a mug of hot chocolate,
pull up a chair and enjoy." rt book reviews, rated 4 stars
miniseries: billionaires and babies ...more flag 2 likes · like
· see review mar 11, 2014 nikki duncan rated it it was amazing
· review of another edition i can always count on jules for a
beautiful story with its heart on its sleeve. snowbound with a
billionaire is no different. flag 2 likes · like · see review dec 28,
2013 katrina epperson rated it it was amazing · review of
another edition jules brings us a wonderfully written feel good
romance. she introduces us to raine monroe and max ford who
actually live the first love/true love situation. raine and max
meet at the community theater during their teen years. their
friendship deepens into something more than either expected.
as all young people in love do, they begin to plot their forever
after. max has aspirations of going to la and becoming a well
known actor. the plan was for max to go first, get a place, then
for raine to j jules brings us a wonderfully written feel good
romance. she introduces us to raine monroe and max ford who
actually live the first love/true love situation. raine and max
meet at the community theater during their teen years. their
friendship deepens into something more than either expected.
as all young people in love do, they begin to plot their forever
after. max has aspirations of going to la and becoming a well
known actor. the plan was for max to go first, get a place, then
for raine to join him, but plans don't always work out.
raine is a beautiful, young woman who has been heartbroken in
more ways than one, but is still hanging on. she is finally about
to get the one this her heart wants most, a child. the adoption
has been filled and processed, so she is only waiting for the
judge to sign off on it. her finances her stretched, but that's
nothing unusual. when her car hits black ice and lands in a
ditch it's the last thing she needs. when another driver stops to
assist her, she soon realizes that things can go from bad to
worse in the blink of an eye. her heart almost stops when max
steps out of his vehicle, suddenly those feelings she had buried
years ago bubbled to the surface. this is not what she needs
happening right now. max, one of the hottest, successful
bachelors in la, was the one she never forgot, not the love or
the hurt. he was suppose to send for her when he got settled,
but she hadn't heard from him since he left over 10 years ago.
deciding she wouldn't discuss the past was how she would
handle dealing with max, but he had other plans.
when he showed up at her farmhouse under the pretense of
making sure she was alright and not in need of anything. the
last thing either expected was with all the snow coming down
and the roads being shut down that he would get snowbound at
her house. raine tried to keep her emotions from showing. max
suddenly see the beautiful woman he fell in love with years ago,
but also the wonderful woman and mother she has become.
suddenly the years melted away and it was like they had never
been apart. raine still refuses to discuss the past, because she
knows some secrets can never be revealed. the problem with
secrets is if others know then they have a way of coming to the
surface. is this another storm to weather together or will raine
find herself alone yet again? ...more flag 1 like · like · see
review jan 22, 2014 renee entress rated it really liked it ·
review of another edition shelves: read-2014 my review
4.5 star review – snowbound with a billionaire
i recommend this book.
i enjoyed this book by jules. this book includes passion, laughs,
heartache, pain, and betrayal.
max is back in town to help take care of his mother but who
does he come across first thing but his first love raine.
raine is working hard trying to keep afloat with bills and her
baby after her parents more or less cut her off. she does not
need max to start stirring up old feelings. after he left her
behind what does he re my review
4.5 star review – snowbound with a billionaire
i recommend this book.
i enjoyed this book by jules. this book includes passion, laughs,
heartache, pain, and betrayal.
max is back in town to help take care of his mother but who
does he come across first thing but his first love raine.
raine is working hard trying to keep afloat with bills and her
baby after her parents more or less cut her off. she does not
need max to start stirring up old feelings. after he left her
behind what does he really want with her?
max is wondering why raine cut him out of her life. he wants
answers to be able to close that chapter of his life.
will they each find out the answers to what happened years
ago? will they even be happy with the answers that if they do
find out? will they be able to move forward with a relationship or
are they just fooling each other? is it time to let go and finally
move on to something new?
look forward to the next book by jules ...more flag 1 like · like
· see review jan 31, 2014 cindy hamilton rated it it was amazing
· review of another edition jules bennett delivers another great
book, one that will not disappoint you! this a re-union story
between max a hot hollywood actor and raine, who through no
fault of their own have been estranged for ten years due to
misunderstandings and interference from outside forces. max
comes back into town to help take care of his mother who had a
cancer scare. max goes over to raine&apos;s home and gets
stranded during a bizzard. have i peaked your curiosity to what
happens during this blizzard between max jules bennett
delivers another great book, one that will not disappoint you!
this a re-union story between max a hot hollywood actor and
raine, who through no fault of their own have been estranged
for ten years due to misunderstandings and interference from
outside forces. max comes back into town to help take care of
his mother who had a cancer scare. max goes over to raine's
home and gets stranded during a bizzard. have i peaked your
curiosity to what happens during this blizzard between max and
raine. well you really need to read this book to see what
happens next. snowbound with the billionaire has romance,
misunderstandings, betrayal(by raine's parents), heartwarming
love for a baby and a wonderful ending. jules bennett is one
talented author and has not disappointed me with any of her
books. check her out!! i received an arc for an honest review.
...more flag 1 like · like · see review jan 21, 2014 lisa devore
rated it it was amazing · review of another edition i&apos;m a
huge fan of jules bennett and haven&apos;t found one i
haven&apos;t loved...this one was no exception. the storyline of
big time actor returning to his hometown and coming face to
face with the love he thought forgot all about him...when that
said "love" thought the same. well, let&apos;s just say it left me
thumping my forehead in frustration at times. as always, the
visuals the author creates in your mind with her writing is
awesome...from the characters to the setting. and who
doesn&apos;t like the thought i'm a huge fan of jules bennett
and haven't found one i haven't loved...this one was no
exception. the storyline of big time actor returning to his
hometown and coming face to face with the love he thought
forgot all about him...when that said "love" thought the same.
well, let's just say it left me thumping my forehead in frustration
at times. as always, the visuals the author creates in your mind
with her writing is awesome...from the characters to the setting.
and who doesn't like the thought of being stranded with a hunky
guy? and then throw a baby in the mix and watch the hunky
guy's sensitive side. *sigh* i have to admit, towards the end i
was running out of pages and worrying about my happy ending,
but jules delivered that too! highly recommend! ...more flag 1
like · like · see review jan 06, 2014 sandy rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition wow, this book is great,
amazing, brilliant & heartwarming all in one!! i have enjoyed the
entire book getting to know raine & max. i felt & loved their
triumphed & let downs. they belong together but will it ever
work out for them. you will have to read the book to find out &
trust me you want to read this book. i actually cried & laughed
right along with them. i don&apos;t mean i shed a few tears
either. so, if u like characters you can really feel for then read
this book. jules bennett, thanks so wow, this book is great,
amazing, brilliant & heartwarming all in one!! i have enjoyed the
entire book getting to know raine & max. i felt & loved their
triumphed & let downs. they belong together but will it ever
work out for them. you will have to read the book to find out &
trust me you want to read this book. i actually cried & laughed
right along with them. i don't mean i shed a few tears either. so,
if u like characters you can really feel for then read this book.
jules bennett, thanks so much for writing a fantastic book!!
...more flag 1 like · like · see review feb 02, 2014 jillyan wymer
rated it it was amazing · review of another edition snowbound
with a billionaire has two of my favorite book tropes, trapped
together and a reunion of the two main characters. loved it!
the story is incredibly sweet with a compassionate heroine and
a yummy, yummy hero. i am a happy reader! flag 1 like · like
· see review apr 07, 2014 lori foster rated it really liked it ·
review of another edition a wonderful, heartwarming and
emotional reunion story! a true "feel good" story. enjoy! a
wonderful, heartwarming and emotional reunion story! a true
"feel good" story. enjoy! ...more flag 1 like · like · see review
feb 26, 2014 max rated it it was ok · review of another edition
shelves: americana, romance, nauseatingly-sweet,
contemporary, cute, tame, sweet, ebook, harlequin, genre well.
that&apos;s what i get for reading a book called snowbound
with a billionaire. part of the billionaires and babies series. sigh.
this was sweet. that&apos;s about it. the plot is somewhat
extraneous to this story, the "villain" of the tale is twodimensional, the heroine is kind of an idiot, and the hero is a
drop-dead gorgeous hollywood hunk. and i hate hate hate
stories with the (view spoiler)["lost baby" thing. (hide spoiler)] it
makes what would have simply been a heart-breaking scene,
you know, well. that's what i get for reading a book called
snowbound with a billionaire. part of the billionaires and babies
series. sigh.
this was sweet. that's about it. the plot is somewhat extraneous
to this story, the "villain" of the tale is two-dimensional, the
heroine is kind of an idiot, and the hero is a drop-dead
gorgeous hollywood hunk. and i hate hate hate stories with the
(view spoiler)["lost baby" thing. (hide spoiler)] it makes what
would have simply been a heart-breaking scene, you know,
with actual feelings, into something clichéd. i get that it's a
traumatic event, but still....
and that about sums up why i never read these kinds of
harlequin's. if you're looking for heart-wrenching stories, with
fantastic characters, with actual character development within
the harlequin brand, then i would read sarah mayberry. if you're
looking for slightly more fun and steam within harlequin then i
would read elle kennedy.
frankly, i was not impressed with this one, and yes, i do realize
that this particular harlequin brand is neither one of the longerstory ones, nor one of the steamier ones. but does that mean
we need to sacrifice character development and throw babies
everywhere? ...more flag like · see review jun 03, 2014 yazmin
rated it really liked it · review of another edition in snowbound
with a billionaire by jules bennett, max ford has returned to his
hometown to care for his mother after her surgery for breast
cancer. he knows that he will run into raine, his ex-girlfriend,
sooner or later. what max didn’t expect was to run into her on
the first day, during a snowstorm. but now that he has, he
wants asnwers about what happened years ago.
raine monroe has made a good life for herself after max left.
she doesn’t know why he never kept his promise to send for
her, but in snowbound with a billionaire by jules bennett, max
ford has returned to his hometown to care for his mother after
her surgery for breast cancer. he knows that he will run into
raine, his ex-girlfriend, sooner or later. what max didn’t expect
was to run into her on the first day, during a snowstorm. but
now that he has, he wants asnwers about what happened years
ago.
raine monroe has made a good life for herself after max left.
she doesn’t know why he never kept his promise to send for
her, but she moved on and cannot risk getting involved with him
now. when she is about to adopt her cousin’s baby girl and
finally become a mother.
but fate has other plans and snows them in together. now they
will have to find a way to get along and maybe be able to put
the past to rights and move on to a better and happier future
together. only finding the truth about what kept them apart will
be hard, but in the end all things go the way they are meant to
be, and those who plotted against them will have a little
payback coming.
if you like second chance romance, with a wonderful and
emotional reunion, don’t miss snowbound with a billionaire by
jules bennett. ...more flag like · see review jan 30, 2016 pamela
devereux rated it really liked it · review of another edition i
liked raine. she stayed true to herself. she knew who she was
and what she wanted. her parents were always trying to make
her into something she wasn&apos;t. max was the adopted
son. he loved his mom but could never seem to get along with
his dad. when raine & max met, they knew it was something
special. they talked about everything. yet their parents knew
better. now they have a second chance. max&apos;s parents
have come around but not raine&apos;s. will she have the
courage to fight for her second chance? i liked raine. she
stayed true to herself. she knew who she was and what she
wanted. her parents were always trying to make her into
something she wasn't. max was the adopted son. he loved his
mom but could never seem to get along with his dad. when
raine & max met, they knew it was something special. they
talked about everything. yet their parents knew better. now they
have a second chance. max's parents have come around but
not raine's. will she have the courage to fight for her second
chance? i enjoyed the book ...more flag like · see review mar
29, 2016 gail rated it it was amazing · review of another edition
shelves: e-book, contemporary-romance, series-romance,
library-book, silhouette-desire i was surprised by how much i
enjoyed this story. the hero and heroine were high school
sweethearts until he headed out to hollywood and she
didn&apos;t follow. the old "parents who lied to keep them
apart" plot. he became an instant success and she took over
her grandmother&apos;s farm to grow organic vegetables and
make lotions and soaps. he comes home to see his mom and
help out after she has surgery and meets up with the heroine
again and after angsting around on both their parts, all secrets
are reve i was surprised by how much i enjoyed this story. the
hero and heroine were high school sweethearts until he headed
out to hollywood and she didn't follow. the old "parents who lied
to keep them apart" plot. he became an instant success and
she took over her grandmother's farm to grow organic
vegetables and make lotions and soaps. he comes home to see
his mom and help out after she has surgery and meets up with
the heroine again and after angsting around on both their parts,
all secrets are revealed and the happy ending is attained. i liked
it a lot. ...more flag like · see review jan 06, 2014 cindy rated it
liked it · review of another edition *received for free through
goodreads first reads
it was alright. i thought the characters were a bit whiny, always
going on about their original separation, but the that was a
major point of the story. flag like · see review mar 04, 2014
bonnie rated it it was amazing · review of another edition i
enjoyed reading snowbound with a billionaire. it shows teenage
love and feelings can survive, even when people are trying to
keep them apart. where two people wanting different things in
live can get married and make it work. was a very good read.
flag like · see review mar 06, 2014 norma rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition i know a book is going to
be good when i first start reading it and i have this silly grin on
my face. it&apos;s happened more than once with more than
one author. jules bennett didn&apos;t fail me with this book
either. i loved it! i know a book is going to be good when i first
start reading it and i have this silly grin on my face. it's
happened more than once with more than one author. jules
bennett didn't fail me with this book either. i loved it! ...more flag
like · see review dec 30, 2013 dyan rated it it was amazing ·
review of another edition hot and happily ever after, my favorite
kind of story. flag like · see review jan 13, 2014 lisa gemmell
rated it it was amazing · review of another edition shelves:
really-need-to-read i enjoyed this book was short sweet and
everything in between, its about miscommunication , second
chances and a baby. flag like · see review mar 14, 2014
geraldine sadiku rated it really liked it really enjoyed this story
tugged at the heart strings everything thing you need from a
good romance flag like · see review apr 23, 2014 lita lawson
rated it really liked it · review of another edition i really enjoyed
this story. it was a unique reunion meeting. i loved the
heroine&apos;s quirky lifestyle and her independence. highly
recommend! i really enjoyed this story. it was a unique reunion
meeting. i loved the heroine's quirky lifestyle and her
independence. highly recommend! ...more flag like · see review
view 1 comment jun 13, 2014 rebecca rated it it was amazing ·
review of another edition very good book.
very sad at times, i don&apos;t think parents should treat their
children that way.
but, still an excellent book. very good book.
very sad at times, i don't think parents should treat their
children that way.
but, still an excellent book. ...more flag like · see review jul 09,
2014 sheryl c. nash rated it liked it · review of another edition
shelves: harlequin-blaze-desire *2.5 stars* flag like · see
review feb 14, 2015 kelly rated it really liked it · review of
another edition i&apos;ve been a harlequin kick lately, okay i
said it. i don&apos;t leave reviews but this book deserves it. i
was really enjoyed it. i've been a harlequin kick lately, okay i
said it. i don't leave reviews but this book deserves it. i was
really enjoyed it. ...more flag like · see review jun 09, 2015
amanda r rated it really liked it · review of another edition
shelves: romance, 2014, own-this-real-book, signed, ragt great
little read. i enjoyed both characters. flag like · see review oct
19, 2015 mem rated it really liked it · review of another edition
shelves: harlequin-desire, mel-cat, 2015-books d2283 feb14
disapproving parents flag like · see review nov 02, 2015
bumblebee rated it really liked it · review of another edition
shelves: billionaire-romance always love holiday romantic story
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